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Next Meeting - November 14th
MEET “LEOPARD” (MAC OS 10.5)
Be the first on the block to see the wonders of Apple’s brand
new, hot off the press, operating system.
Our good friends from CompNow - Geelong will be on hand to
show and demonstrate this absolutely fantastic software.
There will be an opportunity to ask questions and copies of
the software package will be on sale to BMUG members.

email
BMUG

Absolutely not to be missed!!

The CompNow “Leopard” presentation will be preceeded by a short
BMUG Annual General

Meeting Review - October

Sporting the title “Mac Double Header” this was another very informative
meeting and thanks go members of the BMUG Committee for taking us
through various file formats etc. with a view to helping us to make the
most of our computer.
Also discussed were the advantages to be gained by having a good
broadband internet connection and how to choose the best ISP and plan
for your own individual needs. Once again members gained much from
this interesting and informative meeting.

...BUT THE REALLY

“LEOPARD”
Having trouble reading
this page?
Make it bigger in
Preview or Adobe
Reader with the
keystroke:

⌘+
or use the Plus Icon or
Magnifying Glass in the
menu bar...

BIG NEWS

IS THAT

(MAC OS 10.5) HAS FINALLY ARRIVED...

HERE’S WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT IT ...
•

“Leopard adds polish and productivity to Mac” (digg.com)

•

“...beautiful and unequalled” (lowendmac.com)

•

“...an amazing operating system” (MacTruth)

•

“MAC OS 10.5 - A Beautiful Upgrade (InfoWorld)

AND APPLE THEMSELVES SAY...
•

“ADD A NEW MAC TO YOUR MAC”
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BMUG Troubleshooting

As the club grows, the committee constantly works on ways to improve our
services to members, and our main focus is always on extending skills and
encouraging the the confidence of members to tackle their own hardware or
software problems.
As an addition to our very helpful MacPals program, we recently published the
new BMUG Troubleshooting Guide which may be downloaded free from our
website. Here is a summary of advice included in it:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

BMUG
website
email
BMUG

Try turning whatever it is, off and on again. This often solves the problem.
Restart the computer.
Check out the Help file for the application.
Read up on the issue:
— in the relevant BMUG manual;
— in a software ‘How to do it book’;
— in the manual that came with the product; or in
— a general manual like David Pogue’s excellent Mac OS X, the Missing
Manual.
Run a maintenance program, like Main Menu or Onyx.
Consult a Mac Forum or Help site
Carry out a Google search, for example for ‘OS X printer won’t print’.
Contact your retailer. If they sold it, they are responsible for helping to make
it work. Don’t allow them to be slack!
Contact your ISP if you have an internet connection problem.
Don’t be fobbed off with claims that they don’t
support Macs. Increasingly, internet providers are
training staff to be Mac-friendly.

If you have tried all of the above, we are
very willing to help by answering
member enquiries by phone or email.
Our particular areas of expertise are
listed on the Troubleshooting
page of the BMUG website.
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The BMUG move to Marcus Hill
You will remember we mentioned in the last newsletter that we plan to relocate
BMUG to Marcus Hill Community Hall. The hall is located near the corner of
Banks Road and the Bellarine Highway, keep your eye out for it!
We will commence at Marcus Hill on the first meeting in February, 2008, assuming
all goes to plan. At the last meeting we outlined the many reasons supporting this
move amongst which were, much greater working space, unlimited car parking,
extensive kitchen facilities, centrally located and a greater sense of ownership.
We have acquired a projector as the result of a Federal Government grant, this will
enable us to be free of having to rely on borrowing a unit such as this.

For further
details see the
BMUG
website

Our fee structure, on an overall basis, will be reduced over a 12 month period.
Essentially, if a member chooses to attend all 11 meetings and pays the annual
membership fee, an annual reduction in outlay will be experienced. This includes
a comprehensive insurance plan. Details of costing were outlined at the October
Meeting.
We are planning an exciting year in 2008, so be sure to be part of the new BMUG
at Marcus Hill.
Ron Begg, BMUG President

Cruising with a MacBook
Recently, my husband and I went on a 31 night cruise on Regal Princess from Los
Angeles back to Sydney. Not long before our cruise, I became the proud owner of
a 13” MacBook which I took along with me. I quickly learned that when travelling
with a MacBook, I should remove it from my backpack before putting it through
security. At one security point in New Zealand, I was actually asked to boot up my
MacBook – did I look that suspicious? Once started up, the security officer was
quite happy and I promptly had to shut it down again and continue on my way.
As we had quite a lot of days at sea on this cruise, I had plenty of time to download
my video footage onto my MacBook daily along with all my photographs. This
gave me an immediate back-up of both and I no longer had to pay the ship photo
lab to download photos from my memory card to a CD as a back-up. I even burned
my own photos to CD as a further back-up.
The greatest thing about taking my MacBook with me was that I had the largest
part of the editing of my iMovie completed before I ever got home. On my return
I only had to download the final section of footage and put the final touches to my
video production. With my photos I was able to delete the unsatisfactory ones as I
went, enter my comments about each photo, organise what prints I wanted to have
done and put them into my “Prints to be done” folder.
Another fantastic thing that I used my MacBook for was - in several ports, there
was free Wireless Internet access to be had. In Honolulu, I actually sat out on our
balcony and rang my son in Melbourne using SKYPE (free internet computer to
computer telephony). We spoke for about 20 minutes totally free and we even got
to chat to our two grandchildren. With the iSight Camera on my MacBook, our
grandchildren were able to see us on their computer screen.
I have to say that the wonders of modern technology never cease to amaze me and
this BMUG member is one very happy owner of her MacBook.
Marg Boyles
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Let’s hear it for Leopard and Time Machine...

Among many other fantastic improvements, Apple’s sensational new Leopard
operating system features a great new built in backup system which we highly
recommend to all BMUG members.
Those BMUG members who are presently backing up to an external hard drive
using Superduper don’t need to do a thing unless they want to take advantage of
the wonderful “going back in time” facility offered by Time Machine. However,
BMUG Members who have not taken the plunge and started backing up are still
in danger of losing all their data. For those people, now is definitely the time to
make a move, as you can now protect your computer both simply and easily,
HOWEVER, you will still need to get yourself an external Hard Drive.

Check out the
JCTech
website

We recommend that you purchase a Firewire drive and a good starting point as
far as capacity goes would be say a 250GB, 320GB or if you have a great many
photos, videos and music, prehaps even go for a 500GB model.
Prices of hard discs has fallen substantially over recent times and you can now
expect to pay much less than $1 per GB. I would personally recommend buying
online as you can save money that way. A favourite online seller of mine is Justin
Cunningham of JCTech in Sydney, and you will certainly be going to find better
prices than those advertised on his web site and prompt courier delivery adds
only about $10.00 to the total cost.
Don Patrick

Fantastic AUSOM (BMUG) Raffle
Win a brand new 24 inch iMac
similar to this...

Featuring •24” glossy wide-screen TFT display
•ATI Radeon HD 2600 PRO 256MB
•2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor
•1GB RAM
•320GB Hard Drive
•8x DL SuperDrive (CD & DVD Burner)
•Built-in iSight web camera
•Built-in Bluetooth & Airport wireless
Tickets $5.00 each. On sale at the October and November BMUG meetings
($2.50 of each ticket sold goes to BMUG funds)
Drawn 4.00pm on December 1, 2007

The November Meeting will be your last chance to buy tickets
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NOTICES - BMUG (AGM)
BELLARINE MAC USER GROUP INC. A0049524J
Notice is hereby given of the intention to present a Special Resolution at the
forthcoming General Meeting to be held at the Ocean Grove Neighbourhood
Centre, The Parade, Ocean Grove on Wednesday the 14th November 2007 at
4.00pm.
Apologies:
Special Resolutions: To consider, and if thought fit by not less than three-fourths
of the members present and entitled to vote, to pass the following special
resolution:
Rule 13(2) that the word ‘five’ be deleted and replaced with the word’fifteen’.
This increases the quorum required for general meetings from 5 to 15.
Rule 20 (3)(b) That the word ‘two’ be deleted and replaced with the word ‘five’.
This increases the ordinary committee members from two to five.
Steve Craddock, Secretary
********
Notice is hereby given of the Annual General Meeting of the Bellarine Mac
User Group Inc to be held at the Ocean Grove Neighbourhood Centre, The
Parade, Ocean Grove on Wednesday the 14th November 2007 at 4.10pm
Apologies:

AGENDA

Minutes of the 2006 formation meeting.
President’s annual report.
Annual financial report.

To decide whether or not to appoint an Auditor.

To determine the Annual Subscription for the ensuing year.
Election of Officers and the Committee:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Five committee members

Any other business that may properly be brought forward.
Steve Craddock, Secretary.
********
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NOTICES - BMUG (Cont.)
Financial Report
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Members WANTED

We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people
are unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more virtual members,
who participate from remote locations. Do you have Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? Encourage them to join and take advantage of
the membership benefits listed below...

check out
free web
hosting

Member benefits:
1— members get FREE website hosting!
2 — members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
3 — ‘Getting started’ manuals
4 — club library
5 — club MacPal program

BMUG manuals!

As you know, we have recently sent every member a free PDF copy of our
Absoulute Beginners Guide. From now on, all new members will receive a
complimentary copy.
Our latest manual is now available — iPod with your Mac. This is about much
more than listening to music at the gym, though there’s nothing wrong with that.
You may be surprised how many functions an iPod can be used for.

check out
BMUG
Manuals

And here is the editor’s rash promise, which no-one has yet managed to take
advantage of... Come on readers, we’d love to hear from you!
If any member can point out a major omission
or error in a manual, we will not only correct it immediately , we will give you a
revised copy free!
And finally, could you please email with orders for manuals before the next
meeting, so the Editor knows how many to print and bind.
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BMUG library & book reviews

There has been a lull in the flow of new books to the library, because the Mac
world was waiting for new software. Now that iLife 08, iWork 08 and Mac OS 10.5
“Leopard” have all been released , there will be host of new books coming out
and we will soon be adding them.

Donate your unwanted books and magazines...

Bring them along to our meeting — they will be a fantastic resource for your
friends at BMUG. It doesn’t matter if they are a bit old, they will still be
appreciated.

Take the Leopard guided tour...
It’s very good but it requires a reasonably fast broadband connection...

Click here >

www.apple.com/macosx/guidedtour/

Invitation - Contribute to your eNewsletter

email Steve with
your eNewsletter
contribution

We at BMUG are continually looking for items from members to include in this
publication. Articles, Computer Tips, Questions, Letters to the Editor, anything
that you feel would be suitable to share with other members would be greatly
appreciated. We invite your participation - just send your written contributions to
the BMUG eNewsletter Editor - Steve Craddock
Let’s hear from you!
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Members’ marketplace — wanted or for sale...
We are always looking for good older iMacs...

Many of our members are running old machines that won’t run OS X. Imagine
how frustrated they become when they are constantly hearing about stuff they
just can’t do!

email Steve with
your advert

If you know someone with an unwanted older Macintosh running OS X that is in
good condition, ask them to email Steve and we will advertise it in this newsletter
for just $5.
Of course members’ adverts are free.
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BMUG MacPals program
We have decided to rename our helping program ‘MacPals’.
We thought mentors sounded condescending, as though an elite group had all
the knowledge. We think the new title reflects the fact that most experienced Mac
users have a group of pals who help.
Hopefully, one of the most constructive functions of BMUG is to help you get to
know your own group of friends who can be consulted when you need help.
Presently, we have many members taking advantage of our MacPals program,
and we are getting very positive feedback from them.

Are you participating in our MacPal program?

email Steve
about the
Macpal program

Please join in. We hope that within a few months of receiving regular help, you
will be ready to share your skills and knowledge with the next generation of
new members. In time, we believe everyone in the club will have made several
MacPals. Sometimes yours will ring or email you for help, and vice versa.
From our experience so far, may we suggest:
•

if you are using a really old machine, particularly if you are not running
System OS X, we can do little to help you, so consider upgrading. Already
several members have made this move, and they are invariably delighted
with the new opportunities that are available to them.

•

Likewise if you are still perservering with a dial-up internet connection
please give some thought to upgrading to broadband. You will get much
more fun and enjoyment from your Mac.

•

Invest in some handbooks. We highly recommend David Pogue’s Mac OS X,
the Missing Manual and our own BMUG Absolute Beginners manual.

To participate, either as a MacPal or as a beginner, we invite you to sign up at
the next meeting, or phone Steve on 5254 2576.
And if you are a virtual member, we can always offer assistance by phone or
email.
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This month’s TOP TIP(s)

Choosing your ISP………….The easy way
Don’t sign up for a low capacity plan
Entry level plans have tiny download limits, typically 500 MB.
STEEP CHARGES APPLY IF YOU EXCEED LIMITS, plans like this are effectively
useless unless all you ever do is send text e-mail.
Plan your internet activity around usage rules
Carry out large downloads during overnight periods.
Don’t sign long term contracts.
Broadband prices change frequently, if you sign up for two years, even if you get
free a modem, you may come out backwards.
Monitor your internet activity
Most ISP’s offer a meter to track ongoing usage, keep an eye on this otherwise
unpleasant surprises may await you
Pick an ISP that suits your habits
This is ONLY important if you are into gaming or downloading movies. Some
ISP’s automatically shape P2P traffic
Secure your wireless network
If your house is ‘wireless’, an open wireless network is an open invitation to your
neighbours to ‘borrow’ some of your bandwidth. This can be very expensive to
YOU!
Pay your bill the cheapest way possible
Direct debit is usually the cheapest
Check for upload rules
Most ISP’s don’t count uploads as part of your usage (Telstra - BigPond does!!)
Avoid these plans.
Apple iChat can be a trap!
Make sure your ISP supports ‘rapid transfer’
This relates to enabling a rapid changeover system when a better plan comes
along

Now to to select an ISP…….
go to www.whirlpool.com.au and follow the prompts re selecting an ISP and
plan to suit YOU!
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The Long Lost Art of Writing Emails
(by Andrew Ballard (CEO of ReBusiness and BMUG member and sponsor)

Email - love it or hate it, it’s ingrained into our personal and business lives the communication tool of choice for many small businesses, due to its speed,
reach, and universal appeal.
Email has changed the way we write our business communications. Compared
to typically quite formal written documents, an email allows us to be a little
more personal - a little more humanistic in our language - after all, we’ve gone
from a turnaround of a few days for snail mail to a few seconds for email.
But even though the humble email has only been in existence for 10 or more
years, it has already begun to change again, this time into something even
more casual and - worse still - something that often fails to do what it is meant
to do - to get a clear and concise message through to its recipient.
The following is a refresher on good email ettiquette, good email habits, and
good formatting tips for writing emails with clarity and punch.
ONE FONT, ONE SIZE, ONE COLOUR: THE PLAIN TEXT EMAIL
Graphic artists often enjoy the challenge of working with a limited colour
pallette because it forces them to use other graphic ‘tools’ to get a clear
message through. It’s not unlike the fact that a black and white photo distills
the vibrancy and life of a colour photo down into a more stark and revealing
image.
As a general rule, use plain text emails rather than HTML (or rich-text) emails
- yes, they don’t look as good, no, you can’t change the font nor the size nor the
colour - BUT the plain text email can be read by anyone, anywhere, anytime.
HTML emails (the type you get that can look like full-blown web sites) can
differ slightly in formatting from end user to end user, no matter how careful
you plan them. Indeed, with the new Outlook 2007 coming soon, HTML
emails will be taking a giant step *backwards* in how they’re displayed - ouch.
On the more positive side, with a few simple tricks, you can make plain text
emails highly readable:
- Use lots of line breaks
Vertical space is probably the only thing you have an abundance of when
writing plain text emails - you can always add in extra blank lines to space
out paragraphs, or add double or triple blank lines between paragraphs. So
perhaps rather than keeping sentences together (like this one is), use more
space, and make more lines between paragraphs.
Like this. It may be less that proper punctuation, but it separates your
thoughts, so that your recipient can also understand them better.
- Showing emphasis
So, with plain text emails, bold is gone, yeah? The solution is an old ‘internet
trick’ direct from the chat rooms: place *asterisks* around things that you
would have previously made *bold*. See? It’s just a convention, and like all
conventions, it was probably an arbitrary choice a *long* time ago - but once
you get know it, it becomes second nature.
This is probably a good time to mention one other vital internet convention
- THAT OF USING ALL CAPITALS. For the uninitiated, it’s considered the
equivlent of ’shouting’ at someone through an email, and as such, is considered
bad email ettiquette. Bad form. If you happen to type an email with the caps
lock key left on, don’t panic - most people will realise! And of course, since the
internet is so huge, you will easily find some people advocating banning the
caps lock key altogether.
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The Long Lost Art of Writing Emails (cont.)
- Make up a ’style’ for headings and subheadings
OK - some lateral thinking here - when you only have one font to use, you
quickly find new characters that you rarely use elsewhere. Make use of some
of these rare finds, and create a recurring theme for typing headings. It’s not
hard - I think I use the basic one for all my plain text emails:
THIS IS A HEADING WITH HYPHENS UNDERNEATH
Not hard - but you really can visually separate different topics with a
decent heading. Also explore the tilde (~) character, found to the left of the
exclamation point, above your number 1 key. The humble asterisk (*) also
works well for headings, plus the ‘hat’ symbol above the number 6 (^).
- Bullet lists
Creating a list of items in a word processing program will most likely bring
up a series of bullets points (•). In plain text email, you can still use the bullet
point (hold down the option key and type a number 8 if you’re on a Mac!), but
most likely, you can simply use a series of hyphens or dashes, depending on
which side of the tracks you grew up on.
- Use consistent spaces before and after the hyphen or bullet point
- And if you really are going to type a super-long line, eg: the quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dogs, then feel free to go back and break the long bullet
point into separate lines, each with the same consistent spaces before the new
line. It really does help with readability.
A QUICK RUNDOWN OF GOOD EMAIL ETTIQUETTE
- Subject lines
Keep them on target - don’t reuse the same old subject line from 6 weeks
ago when replying to an old email - make sure you change the subject line of
*any* email to a decent summary of the contents. There’s nothing worse than
scanning email after email from someone, all with the exact same subject line
- there’s no reference to the contents of the email, only a date to assist you. I
guess then it goes without saying that you *really do need* to put in a subject
line - even for the quickest email, I often write the email *in* the subject line,
then just copy and paste it into the body of the email as a backup!
- Replying
Be judicious when replying to an email - especially if you re-quote the
previous in back in the new reply - as you know, you can quickly get into a
multi-level reply to a reply to a reply. Not fun. Be brave, and only re-quote
one specific paragraph maximum when replying, or better yet, start a fresh
email! oooh, controversial, I know!
- Email signatures

Go to the
ReBusiness
web site

Everyone needs one - it’s the last couple of lines of any email that should
always provide some basic contact points, and if you like, something
memorable that promotes a smile. Even smarter, though, is to plan ahead
a little bit, and also include your ’standard signoff’ in the signature, so that
all you have to do is end your email content, and then your email signature
automatically adds a few extra blank lines, signs off for you, and then gives
your standard blurb about you. Oh, look - here it is now!
AB out
Andrew Ballard is the owner of ReBusiness.com.au, a marketing/T/design consultancy based
in Drysdale.
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Your Bellarine Mac User Group Committee...

Ron Begg, President

Dick Brown, Vice-President

Steve Craddock, Secretary

Graeme May, Treasurer

David Dixon, Librarian

Don Patrick, Webmaster

& Margaret Boyles, Membership
Secretary, who didn’t want
to make the rest of us look
even more old and ugly by
comparison....

Cliff Benson, MacPal
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